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Note Although Photoshop CS5 offers a lot of new and interesting features, I don't discuss them all in
this book. The main goal of this book is to provide tools and techniques that will help you bring more
visual ideas to your images. ## Multimedia effects Photoshop's most popular tool for making simple
image adjustments is the adjustment layer. With the adjustment layer, you can edit adjustments to a
single layer, which is different than the layers in a selection or layer mask. Adjustment layers allow
you to fine-tune individual aspects of an image, such as correcting exposure, white balance, or
sharpening, among many other possibilities. When you create an adjustment layer, you may need to
create it in front of a regular layer so that the adjustment will be applied to the layer's content. From
the Layers palette, you can create a new adjustment layer by right-clicking on a regular layer and
selecting the Add Adjustment Layer command. You can then add your adjustments to the
adjustment layer by using the tools shown in Figure 1-1. Figure 1-
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Overview of Adobe Photoshop Elements A royalty-free version of Photoshop, Photoshop Elements is
available to users of Adobe Photoshop. Most features are the same, but some are not available, and
may even not work. Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Photoshop Elements have the same basic
functions, but with fewer features. The following sections highlight the differences between the two
programs. Photo Gallery Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements both have Photo Gallery. This is
a tool that allows you to organize and display images on your PC. You can view, edit, create and
delete images, and organize them into folders or albums. Images stored in the Photo Gallery can be
displayed in the Print and Camera Workspaces. When you open a photo from the Photo Gallery and
save it, it is saved in your specified folder or album. You can select one or more photos to print at
once from your Photo Gallery. You can also print photos from your Photo Gallery directly from the
Print window in Adobe Photoshop Elements, Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Photoshop for Mac. You can
also print photos directly from Photoshop Elements using the Print window. You can also add videos
and music to the Photo Gallery. You can even send photos to a friend by email, or export them to a
portable storage device by using the Export feature. While Photoshop Elements supports the
exporting of photos to some portable file types, it does not support the exporting to videos, video
slideshows, or music in MP3 format. Photo Adjustments Adobe Photoshop Elements contains basic
photo adjustments that you can perform. You can adjust the color, size, and brightness of any photo.
You can also crop and resize images. To resize an image, you can select from nine preset sizes. You
can also specify the exact size of your photo in the Size dialog. You can adjust the color, size,
brightness, and contrast of your photos using the main panels. The Basic panel contains a selection
of the most basic adjustments. You can fix exposure problems, levels, shadows, highlights, hue, tint,
and color. The History panel contains the main adjustments that have been performed on the image,
along with information about the last five adjustments performed on the image. You can perform
image repairs using the Repair panel. You can remove dust, scratches, red eyes, and other
blemishes from your photos. You can also sharpen the image, and perform other image repairs. The
Levels dialog allows you 388ed7b0c7
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Opera knew they were in a bit of a jam when an online crowdsource turned up a tiny remote control
for the aging Android-powered Sony Ericsson Veo and no one could find a way to hack it. For the
sake of convenience, however, when customers bought a full keyboard/phone package the company
also included a Veo. Most were happy to dump the remote on eBay for a couple bucks, but others
weren't so sure how to add their hot new handset to the top-shelf grandkids. It turns out that the real
key to adding a Veo is to add root access, which with the Veo is limited to developers because the
hardware lacks support for common third-party app stores. But the Veo is apparently being tweaked
for unofficial Android apps anyway, and one developer recently added a few apps of his own.
Veohdroid works in tandem with a hidden Sony Ericsson FaceTime app that can be used for voice
chat and basic Facebook updates. We're not sure why anyone would want a basic phone like that,
but apparently some people do. The app itself is actually an alternative to the Veo's default browser,
but it's just a taste of what's possible with the Veo once you have rooting access. There are several
others out there, but we found this one so easy we can't wait to try them all out for ourselves. Here's
a screenshot of the Veohdroid app showing the remote control interface: If that's too much trouble,
Veohdroid is a free download from the Sony Ericsson developer app section on Google Play.A well-
known comic-book character is planning a comeback. Mattel, which owns popular toy brands like
Barbie and Hot Wheels, will release a new line of DC Comics Super Hero Girls dolls this year, a
spokesperson said. The company declined to name the characters or titles. A statement from Mattel
said the dolls will be age-appropriate and debut with more than a dozen characters. The new dolls
will retail for about $25. The girls will feature product lines from DC Comics' television programs as
well as from brands like Cheerio cereal, which Mattel acquired in 2012. “We are excited to bring the
DC Comics Super Hero Girls to life,” said Noelle Gaffney, vice president and general manager of
Barbie for Mattel. “This new line of dolls is a great opportunity to celebrate DC’
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